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R E P R E S E N TAT I V E S

China (mainland)

Italy

Japan

Korea

Russia (Children’s Books)

Spain, Portugal  

and Latin America

Hercules Business & Culture GmbH, Niederdorfelden

Hongjun Cai, cai@hercules-book.de

phone: +49-6101-407921, fax: +49-6101-407922

Anna Becchi, Genova

Anna Becchi, anna.becchi@libero.it

phone: +39-010-2512186

Meike Marx Literary Agency, Hokkaido

Meike Marx, meike.marx@gol.com

phone: +81-164-25 1466, fax: +81-164-26 38 44

MOMO Agency, Seoul

Geenie Han, geeniehan@mmagency.co.kr

phone: +82-2-337-8606, fax: +82-2-337-8702

Maria Schliesser, Literaturagentur Berlin 

Maria Schliesser, schliesser.maria@gmail.com

Ute Körner Literary Agent, S.L., Barcelona 

Sandra Rodericks, sandra.rodericks@uklitag.com

phone: +34-93-3238970
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Micha Friemel 

born in 1981, studied history and German litera-

ture in Basel before completing a course in literary 

writing at the Swiss Literature Institute in Biel. She 

lives with her husband and four children in Santa 

Maria Val Müstair. On the side, she also runs a 

small guesthouse for creative retreats (www.chasa-

parli.ch).

Jacky Gleich 

born in 1964 in Darmstadt, studied animation at 

the Film University Babelsberg. She has illustrated 

more than 80 books for children and adults, for 

which she has received many awards, incl. the 

German Children’s Book Award for Hat Opa einen 

Anzug an? (text Amelie Fried, Hanser 1997).

Sales 

All rights available 

M ICHA FRIEMEL •  JACKY GLEICH

»I’m not big, I’m not small. I’m the golden middle.«
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• Finally a book for middle children

• A picture book for encouraging  

  understanding among siblings

A charming book for all middle children,  

with witty illustrations by Jacky Gleich.

Lulu is the middle child. Lulu’s big brother 

Kaspar builds helicopters and milking 

machines. He’s a great inventor and is sure 

to win the Nobel Prize says Grandma. And 

everyone is always charmed by little Leo, no 

matter what she does. As soon as she cries, 

Mummy picks her up and consoles her. And 

Lulu? She wants to lay the table, but Papa 

has done it already. She wants to help with 

the cooking, but then the food is already on 

the table. Lulu’s had enough: she’s not small, 

but also not big. So what is she? The golden 

middle of the family – obviously!

Micha Friemel

Jacky Gleich

Lulu in der Mitte 

Lulu in the Middle

Color illustrations  

throughout

32 pages

Format: 28,5 x 22cm

From age 3

March 2020
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Charlotte Inden 

born in 1979, studied German literature, art history, 

and film and TV studies. She lives with her family 

in Karlsruhe and works as an editor at a daily 

newspaper. Her novels for young adults, Anna 

und Anna (2013) and Operation 5 minus (2015) 

were followed by the children’s book Bei mir zu 

Hause wohnt ein Tiger – Kleine Geschichten zum 

Vorlesen (2019).

Pe Grigo 

trained as a typescript editor before completing a 

degree in design in 2015. She lives with her child-

ren in an old yellow house with an apple orchard. 

For Hanser she also illustrated Bei mir zu Hause 

wohnt ein Tiger – Kleine Geschichten zum Vorlesen.

Charlotte Inden

Pe Grigo

Mein Tiger zieht um –  

und wir kommen mit

My Tiger is Moving 

House and We’re  

Coming Too

One-minute stories  

for bedtime reading

96 pages 

Format: 18 x 24 cm

From age 3 

April 2020

• 38 one-minute stories about  

  children’s everyday lives

• About saying goodbye, moving house  

  and finding new friends

• For reading aloud to kindergarten children

38 little bedtime stories on the subject of 

moving house, delightfully told from the 

perspective of three-year-old Oskar. 

Mummy, Daddy, tiger Theo, Oskar and his 

sister Klara are moving to a new house. Which 

means complete chaos and saying lots of 

goodbyes. But moving house also means you 

get to meet all kinds of new friends and even 

neighbours with rabbits! There’s no getting 

around the fact that for a while you have to 

live on a building site – with lots of packing 

boxes and no doors! But Oskar and Klara’s 

new kindergarten is so close they can get there 

on their scooters, almost alone. They’re also 

getting a playroom with clouds on the walls  

and stars on the ceiling, and the new bath is  

so big, Oskar can swim in it – well, almost.
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Sales  

Volume 1: Russia (Rosman)

C H A R L O T T E  I N D E N  •  P E  G R I G OThe latest adventures of Oskar and Tiger Theo –  
»perfect for bedtime reading!«
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Jutta Bauer 

was born in 1955 in Hamburg, where she lives 

and works as an illustrator, author, cartoonist and 

animation artist. She has won numerous prizes, 

including the German Children’s Literature Award 

in 2009 for her complete works, and in 2010 the 

Hans Christian Andersen Award. Also published 

by Hanser are Weißt du noch (text: Zoran Drvenkar, 

2015) and five children’s books about the  

Bärbeiß, most recently Der Bärbeiß. Ich bin  

doch nicht verliebt! (text: Annette Pehnt).

Sales  

Italy (Feltrinelli), Spain (Loguéz)

JUTTA BAUER
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• Original insights into the world 

   of humans from a four-pawed  

   point of view

• Humorously written and illustrated 

• For all cat lovers

• Humans simply don’t understand   

  enough about life!

A delightful and intelligent  

cat’s-eye view on humans and their world.

I am a tomcat – a big, beautiful red tabby. For 

many years now I’ve been observing humans 

and their habits. And let’s face it – they’re 

rather strange! They give you food that tastes 

of bird or fish instead of mouse or rat. And 

they let that horrible wet water run straight 

down over their heads! Another mystery to 

cats is why they hold a piece of paper in front 

of their face instead of scratching it. Or why 

dark sofas aren’t considered a good place 

for tomcats like me to lie on. Really, it’s no 

wonder that humans think computers and 

glass tablets are great inventions, but mice 

and balls of wool aren’t. They simply don’t 

understand enough about life!

Jutta Bauer

Kater Liam  

Ansichten eines Felltieres 
Tomcat Liam  
Observations From  
a Furry Creature

Color illustrations  

throughout

56 pages

Format: 11,5 x 18 cm

For all ages

January 2020

6

»I spend a lot of time around humans.  

Out of necessity – they give me food.«
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Friedbert Stohner 

born in 1951 in Altlußheim am Rhein, worked for 

many years in publishing. Together with his wife 

Anu he also worked as a translator out of English 

and Finnish. And he writes children’s books, not 

only for his own four grandchildren. The following 

in the same series have been published by Hanser: 

Ich bin hier bloß der Hamster (2014), Ich bin hier 

bloß das Pony (2015) and Ich bin hier bloß das 

Schaf (2018).

Hildegard Müller

born in 1957, lives and works as a graphic designer, 

illustrator and author in Ginsheim near Mainz. She 

also illustrated the other books in the Ich bin hier 

bloß … series 

Sales  

All rights available

FRIEDBERT STOHNER
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Now it’s Grandpa’s turn to have a say! 

Because there are so many stories to tell 

about life as an energetic pensioner and 

devoted grandparent. Looking after his four 

grandchildren? A piece of cake! Grandpa 

decides to take the children to the amuse-

ment park for a Sunday family outing. He  can 

manage that, no problem! But on the drive 

there, he gets an inkling that it might not be 

as fun as he imagined – at least not for him. 

No sooner are they stuck in traffic than the 

children start jumping about wildly in the back 

of the car. But Grandpa has nerves of steel 

and  quickly sorts them back into their seats. 

When they are standing in the queue for the 

amusement park, however, he loses his com-

posure for the first time when he notices that 

his youngest grandchild has disappeared …

Friedbert Stohner

Ich bin hier bloß der Opa 

I’m Just the Grandpa 

Here

With b/w illustrations  

by Hildegard Müller

120 pages

From age 8

March 2020

8

A Sunday outing with four grandchildren?  

No problem!

• A book for all generations

• Great fun to read, full of  

  wit and irony

• The ideal gift for Grandpa
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Ingolf Kern 

born in Bad Muskau in 1966, is director of media 

and communications for the Prussian Cultural 

heritage Foundation. He has authored several 

children’s books on the history of the Bauhaus.

Dr. Werner Möller

born in Korbach/Waldeck in 1960, has studied art 

history and has worked as research fellow at the 

Bauhaus Dessau Foundation since 1991. He is 

the author of several Bauhaus publications.

Kitty Kahane

born in Berlin in 1960, has worked as book illust-

rator, painter, and designer since 1990. Her work 

has been honored, among others, by the Stiftung 

Buchkunst and the Deutsche Designer Club. 

Sales  

All rights available

INGOLF KERN •  WERNER MÖLLER
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• The 100th anniversary of the Bauhaus 

– an event of international magnitude

This charmingly illustrated book introduces 

children and adults alike to the historic  

Bauhaus sites in Germany and makes the 

ideas behind them graspable. 

Mia and Lucas Rosenstein are excited about 

an invitation to Chicago on occasion of their 

grandfather’s birthday. While exploring his 

apartment they discover an old suitcase with 

peculiar paraphernalia. About each and every 

object grandfather can tell them an interesting 

episode that is directly tied to their own family 

history. They realize that they themselves are 

part of the fascinating world of the Bauhaus. 

Mia and Lucas’s enthusiasm has been 

sparked: Together they decide to visit the 

great Bauhaus sites in Germany.

Ingolf Kern

Werner Möller

Alles Bauhaus? 

Eine fantastische Zeitreise 

mit Mia und Lucas 

Is Everything Bauhaus?

A Sensational Journey 

through Time with  

Mia and Lucas

Color illustrations by  

Kitty Kahane throughout

80 pages

From age 10

September 2019

10

Inspiring a journey into the Bauhaus universe
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Katrin Bongard 

born in 1962, is an artist and author and has 

worked for the last ten years as a screenwriter.  

In 2005 her first children’s book Radio Gaga was  

developed out a screenplay, and won several 

awards, including the Peter Härtling Award. Since 

then she has written twenty books for children and 

young adults. Together with her husband she  

runs an acting agency as well as the label Red  

Bug Books. Painting, photography, installation work 

and drawing are also part of her artistic repertoire. 

Es war die Nachtigall is her first book to be publis-

hed by Hanser.

Sales  

All rights available

KATRIN BONGARD
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• A topical and dramatic love story

• A love of nature –  

  from opposite perspectives

• Two teenagers conquer the  

   social divide

Environmentalist versus hunter,  

open-mindedness versus tradition,  

two irreconcilable perspectives  

and one true love.

Together with a group of friends, sixteen- 

year-old Marie fights for animal rights and 

against climate change. At a concert by  

her favourite band she meets Ludwig von 

Brockdorff, a passionate hunter. The attraction  

is immediate and mutual, but at the same  

time, two very different worlds collide. Can an  

independently minded environmentalist and a 

young hunter with a strong sense of tradition  

be together despite their prejudices, their  

antagonistic families and the very different  

circles in which they move?

Katrin Bongard

Es war die Nachtigall

It Was the  

Nightingale

272 pages  

From age 14

January 2020

12

Animal-rights campaigner falls in love with a hunter? –  

»Feelings don’t stick to the rules!«
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Benjamin Knödler

born in 1991, studied philosophy and social scien-

ces at Humboldt University in Berlin. He works as  

a freelance journalist and is the online and commu-

nity editor for the weekly newspaper Der Freitag.

Christine Knödler

born in 1967, is a freelance journalist, critic and 

moderator and lives in Munich. She writes and edits 

for publishers, newspapers, magazines and the radio 

broadcaster Deutschlandfunk. 

Felicitas Horstschäfer

born in 1983. Since she gained her diploma from 

FH Münster she has worked as a freelance graphic 

designer based in Berlin, specialising in book-

cover design, illustration and book concepts. 

Sales  

Spain (RBA Libros)

BENJAMIN KNÖDLER • CHRISTINE KNÖDLER
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• 25 portraits of dedicated children  

  and teenagers from all over the world

• Galvanises you to become active  

   yourself

• For the Rebel Girls generation

• Big social media campaign

They are fighting for the environment,  

minorities and equality, and are actively  

involved against the gun lobby, discrimination 

and corruption. 25 young people  

fighting for a better world.

Greta Thunberg is just sixteen when she 

sparks off the global climate protests with her 

school strike. Fourteen-year-old Netiwit Choti-

phatphaisal founds a newspaper to campaign 

for democracy, freedom of speech and edu-

cational reform in Thailand. Malala Yousafzai 

writes a blog about the oppression of women 

in Pakistan when she is eleven years old. And 

in the fourth grade at school, Felix Finkbeiner 

comes up with the idea that children in every 

country on Earth should plant a million trees. 

Young people all over the world are demons-

trating their social commitment and bringing 

about fundamental change. Their pioneering 

spirit is an inspiration to us all.

Christine Knödler

Benjamin Knödler

Felicitas Horstschäfer

Young Rebels.  

25 Jugendliche, die  

die Welt verändern 

Young Rebels  

25 Young People Who 

Are Changing the World

Color illustrations  

throughout

160 pages

From age 10

April 2020

14

The environment, discrimination, education –  
young people fight for a better world

CLIMATE CHANGE   DEMOCRACY  FREEDOM OF 

SPEECH  GUN LOBBY  EQUALITY KORRUPTION

ETHICS  DISCRIMINATION  CLIMATE CHANGE 

CONSERVATION ENVIRONMENT  GUN LOBBY

EDUCATION  DEMOCRACY  EQUALITY  ETHICS

SPEECH  GUN LOBBY  EQUALITY KORRUPTION

ETHICS  DISCRIMINATION  CLIMATE CHANGE

CLIMATE CHANGE   DEMOCRACY  FREEDOM OF 

SPEECH  GUN LOBBY  EQUALITY KORRUPTION

DISCRIMINATION  CLIMATE CHANGE CONSER -

VATION ENVIRONMENT  GUN LOBBY  ETHICS

CLIMATE CHANGE   DEMOCRACY  FREEDOM OF 

SPEECH  GUN LOBBY  EQUALITY KORRUPTION

CONSERVATION ENVIRONMENT  GUN LOBBY

EDUCATION  DEMOCRACY  EQUALITY  ETHICS

CLIMATE CHANGE   DEMOCRACY  FREEDOM OF 

SPEECH  GUN LOBBY  EQUALITY KORRUPTION

ETHICS  DISCRIMINATION  CLIMATE CHANGE
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Mattis. Bd. 3: Schnipp, schnapp, Haare ab! 
Snip, Snip, My Hair Will Be Clipped (Vol. 3)

64 pages. From age 7

What can you do when the substitute teacher is super annoying, the 

math exercise super hard, and you find Mom’s hair-cutting shears  

between your lunch-box and your school-folder? 

Sales

Turkey (Mavifil)

SILKE SCHLICHTMANN • MAJA BOHN 

Frau Wolle und das Geheimnis der  
chinesischen Papierschirmchen  
Miss Cloudsy and the Secret of  
the Chinese Paper Parasols

144 pages. From age 9

What Merle and Moritz are ready for their newest adventure! Their eerie 

Night Nanny Meredith Cloudstone remains a mystery for the siblings. What 

is the secret of her black shop? Why, of all places, does Murkelania the 

realm where the children encountered the orphaned fox Silvertear and the 

malicious sharptoothedtrolls, end here?  

Sales

Italy (Beisler Editore), Spain (Lóguez), Russia (Rosman)

Wie der Wahnsinn mir die Welt erklärte
How Madness Explained the World to Me
194 pages. From age 12

Lucie believes has cracked the jackpot, when she discovers a posting for 

an extremely overpaid job as a dogwalker. 

JUTTA RICHTER • GÜNTER MATTEI 

DITA ZIPFEL • RÁN FLYGENRING 

Desperado

40 pages. From age 3

Every morning Roy rides to kindergarten on his horse Desperado – full 

of joy. But one day everything is different: The kindergarten is devasted, 

the seesaw is broken, and the swing is torn off. On top of that Heidi, the 

kindergarten teacher has been kidnapped by the bad bandit Black Beard! 

Immediately, Roy and Desperado trace his tracks in the sand …
 

Sales

Italy (Beisler Editore), Spain (SM Ediciones), Russia (Melik-Pashaev)

OLE KÖNNECKE 

»Jutta Richter is one of the best  
German children’s book authors.«  

           Carola Zinner, Süddeutsche Zeitung, about Miss Cloudsy

16
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Sport ist herrlich. Sports are Wonderful

52 pages. From age 3

Exercise is important. Playing is fun. Sport is amazing! Ole Könnecke pre-

sents the most wonderful types of sport – oftentimes laconically, sometimes 

instructively, yet always wittingly …

Sales

UK/USA (Gecko Press), France (École des loisirs), Italy (Beisler Editore), 

Spain (Ediciones SM), Netherlands (Gottmer), Denmark (Turbine), Sweden 

(Alfabeta), Finland (Lasten Keskus), Estonia (OÜ Hea Lugu), Latvia (Janis 

Roze), Russia (Melik-Pashaev), Poland (Debit), Korea (Bookbank), China 

(Ginkgo Book), Mongolia (Nepko Publishing), Vietnam (Crabit Kidbooks), 

Kazakhstan (Alghayat), Slovenia (Zaloba Skrivnost)

Bärenstark. Bear Strong

32 pages. From age 4

Every child knows: bears are strong and dangeroud. But books are 

even stronger and can actually save lives. This is what little Nandi 

teaches the bear. 

Sales

Korea (Changbi), China (Publishing House of Electronics Industry),  

Taiwan (Weber)

Alles, was du brauchst. Die 20 wichtigsten Dinge im Leben

All You Need. The 20 Most Important Things in Life

64 pages. From age 5

What is truly important in life? This book offers a charming view on the  

20 things every child needs and shouldn’t do without.

Sales

Spain (Lóguez), Italy (Edizioni EL), Russia (Rosman), China (Ginkgo),  

Kazakhstan (Alghayat)

OLE KÖNNECKE 

HELME HEINE 

Der Bärbeiß. The Grumpy Bear

96 pages. From age 6

What the Grumpy Bear likes best is being in a bad mood. He doesn’t like 

the sunshine because it brings him out in a sweat, and he can’t stand rain 

either because it gets him wet. There’s not a thing in the world that will 

make him happy.

Sales

Denmark (Turbine), Turkey (Kirmizi Kedi), India: Marathi + English  

(Jyotsna Prakashan), China (DUKU), Russia (Albus Corvus), Vietnam  

(Nha Xuan Ban Phu Nu), Kazakhstan (Alghayat)

Die erstaunlichen Abenteuer der Maulina Schmitt 
Part 1: Mein kaputtes Königreich

The Amazing and Astonishing Adventures  
of Maulina Schmitt. Part 1: My Shattered Kingdom

176 pages. From age 10

This book tells the story of the summer during which Maulina Schmitt has 

to come to terms with her parents’ separation, moving house and coping at 

a new school; the summer in which her father loses his name and rides off 

on a bike with another woman – and the summer her mother entrusts her 

with a secret.

Sales

France (Éditions Thierry Magnier), Denmark (Turbine), Turkey (Tudem),  

Korea (Lime), Netherlands (Lannoo), Russia (Samokat), Czech Republic 

(Práh), Spain (Edebé), Ukraine (Art Publishers Nebo), Iceland (Angústúra)

Abgefahren. Departed

224 pages. From age 14

17-year old Viorel is fat, phlegmatic, and sluggish. When his mother sits 

dead at the kitchen table one morning, he is paralyzed with grief. Didn’t 

his mother want to be buried in her home country Romania? His journey 

to the Black Sea is a wild array of absurdities and unfamiliarities. 

ANNETTE PEHNT • JUTTA BAUER 

FINN-OLE HEINRICH • RÁN FLYGENRING

DIRK POPE NOMINATED  

FOR THE GERMAN 

CHILDREN’S BOOK  

AWARD 2019

CHRISTOPH HEIN • ROTRAUT SUSANNE BERNER 




